
Build Creativity
Connect Science, Math & Engineering Concepts

Open a World of Possibility

What can students create with Brackitz?  
They can invent anything they can imagine.
Brackitz opens a world of discovery and “Aha!” learning with planks and connecting hubs that spark 
imagination and creativity. Students can create 3D structures, simple machines, animals, houses, spaceships 
and more. And as they build, they’re immersed in design thinking, creativity, and the foundations of math, 
science,  architecture and engineering. Research shows that this kind of activity builds spatial  reasoning 
skills which boosts STEAM achievement.
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Structures
Start your Brackitz collection with Structures, our base module. Students can design 
and build an endless variety of structures, from skyscrapers  to submarines, dinosaurs 
to storybook characters using the kit’s multi-use planks, rotating pieces and connecting 
hubs. A sturdy but lightweight bin keeps pieces organized.

Pulleys & Cranks
Add the Pulleys & Cranks module to your Structures base module and students can 
explore how to make things that will haul, lift, slide and move up and down, as part 
of STEAM learning. Students can design hundreds of machines as they solve problems 
and create amazing inventions. They can even build zip lines that stretch more than 
4 feet in length!

Learn more. Order today. Brackitz.com/education 720.444.5558  �  800.428.4535  �  education@brackitz.com

X75 1x2 Planks

X50 1x1 Planks

X60 4-Way Hubs X75 1-Way Pivoting Hubs

X60 3-Way Hubs

X20 18cm Axle-Splines

X20 12cm Axle-Splines

X70 Lock Washers
           4-Way Hubs

X5 Buckets

X10 Spools

X12 Hooks

X12 58" Strings

X30 Lock Washers
           3-Way Hubs

X6 Cranks X20 Pulleys



Wheels & Axles
With the Wheels & Axles module, students can add the wonder of motion to their 
structures. Once they’ve created their simple moving machines, students can explore 
STEAM concepts as they measure distance and speed, or experiment with the impact 
of variable incline. It’s a hands-on way to integrate the skills and concepts of math, 
science, engineering and design thinking. 

Gears, Sprockets & Chains
Our newest module expands the “engineering go power” of the base Structures 
module. Gears and chains (like the ones in bicycles) are simple machines. When 
students learn to design and build with gears they gain hands-on understanding of 
the principles of motion. Each activity is focused on solving real-world challenges 
using creativity and a problem-based learning approach.

Learn more. Order today. Brackitz.com/education 720.444.5558  �  800.428.4535  �  education@brackitz.com

X20 18cm Axle-Splines

X20 12cm Axle-Splines

X70 Lock Washers
           4-Way Hubs

X10 Spools

X24 TiresX30 Lock Washers
           3-Way Hubs

X22 Rubber Bands

X20 18cm Axle-Splines

X20 12cm Axle-Splines

X70 Lock Washers
           4-Way Hubs

X9 Large Gears

X9 Medium Gears

X9 Small Gears

X30 Lock Washers
           3-Way Hubs

X6 Cranks X330 Chain Links



The Complete STEAM Center
This is the BIG ONE! It gives you Structures, Wheels & Axles, Gears, Sprockets 
& Chains, and Pulleys & Cranks all in one. It’s ideal for library makerspaces and 
creative spaces in classrooms. It’s a giant launching pad for special challenges 
and schoolwide design/build projects and contests.

@BrackitzEDU 

Free standards-aligned lesson plans! Get them online today.

brackitz.com/education
720.444.5558  |  800.428.4534  |  education@brackitz.com


